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Stamuli AB is a design studio made of 
a collective of creative and technical 
people. We mostly work on architecture 
of interiors and furniture design. Even if 
many of our projects are in the fashion 
and retail area, we design quite few very 
exclusive residential projects.

We love rationalism and we always try to 
conceptualize decorations in our projects. 
Color plays often an important role 
in our design. Our expertise focus on 
materiality with an eye on sustainability 
and how to use materials of the future. 
We have a great knowledge of recycled 
materials, and we care to develop project 
with low impact on the environment in 
terms of production and logistics.



Tagadà Collection is a newly developed 
series of element. This family of furniture 
includes a chair, two tables (oval and 
round), a mirror and a carpet.
This collection is the outcome of our 
studio DNA: a matrix of rationalism 
and playfulness, minimalism and irony. 
Shapes, proportions and colors come 
together in iconic designed pieces.

The elements of this collection have been 
thought as primary objects able to redefine 
the environment where they are placed.
The name Tagadà is referred to a very 
common Italian amusement ride in the 
so called Luna Park, where the city was 
transformed into an exciting entertaining 
village for a while.

The materials used to create Tagadà 
collection are mostly colors. The goal for 
these objects is to be perceived as pure 
colors, so to create a dissonance with 
the low tones of a domestic environment 
and to give the user the opportunity of an 
escape from the ordinary.

TAGADÀ 
COLLECTION



TAGADÀ Laminated chair

STAMULI STUDIO TA.C01

SIZE: L44cm * W48cm * H80cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Laminate



STAMULI STUDIO TA.C02

SIZE: L44cm * W48cm * H80cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Laminate

TAGADÀ Laminated chair



STAMULI STUDIO TA.C03

SIZE: L44cm * W48cm * H80cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Laminate

TAGADÀ Laminated chair



STAMULI STUDIO TA.C04

SIZE: L44cm * W48cm * H80cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Laminate

TAGADÀ Laminated chair





TAGADÀ Laminated table round

STAMULI STUDIO

SIZE: L120cm * W120cm * H75cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Mdf - Laminate TA.TR01



STAMULI STUDIO TA.TR02

SIZE: L120cm * W120cm * H75cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Mdf - Laminate

TAGADÀ Laminated table round



TAGADÀ Laminated table oval

STAMULI STUDIO

SIZE: L140cm * W90cm * H75cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Mdf - Laminate - Stainless Steel TA.TO01





CHAIRS

All tables, round and oval, are 
available in all color combinations.

Color coding refers to Abet Laminati 
catalogue.

TABLES
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COLORS
423 - Viola Madras
463 - Giallo pom pom
834 - Rosso woom

COLORS
Top: 487 - Azzurro polvere
Boarding: 834 - Rosso woom
Base: 853 - Bleu spazio

COLORS
834 - Rosso woom
428 - Blu elettrico
405 - Bianco porcellana

COLORS
Top: 463 - Giallo pom pom
Boarding: 487 - Azzurro polvere
Base: 828 - Rosa baby

Top Boarding Base

463 487 828

Top Boarding Base

830 834 451

Top Boarding Base

487 834 853

COLORS
830 - Rosa Crazy Horse
423 - Viola Madras
451 - Verde sempre verde

COLORS
Top: 830 - Rosa Crazy Horse
Boarding: 834 - Rosso woom
Base: 451 - Verde sempre verde

COLORS
842 - Verde sub
1882 - Lilla chiaro
1825 - Rosa patrimonio
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TAGADÀ Laminated mirror frame

STAMULI STUDIO

SIZE: L25cm * W52cm * H116cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Laminate - Glass TA.MI01



TAGADÀ Wool carpet

STAMULI STUDIO

SIZE: L280cm * W220cm

MATERIAL: Wool TA.CA01



As per the studio’s signature, a mix of 
rationalism and playfulness defines the 
original design of this extension of the 
Tagadà Collection. 

Tagadà armchair are shaped like stacked 
boxes, with a relaxed tailored finish and 
contrasting stitching. The distinctive 
backrest pillows take the look to a 
surrealistic level. With colors as leading 
characters, materials and finishing, now 
glossy or matt, furry or suede, enlarge 
the expressivity and sophistication of the 
collection.

TAGADÀ 
COLLECTION 2022



TAGADÀ Armchair

STAMULI STUDIO TA.ARM01

SIZE: L85cm * W73cm * H80cm

MATERIAL: Plywood – Kvadrat textiles: polyester and mohair fur



TAGADÀ Sofa

STAMULI STUDIO TA.SOFA01

SIZE: L224cm * W90cm * H80cm

MATERIAL: Plywood – Kvadrat textiles: polyester and mohair fur



TAGADÀ Laminated side table round

STAMULI STUDIO

SIZE: D85cm * H30cm

MATERIAL: Plywood - Mdf - Laminate TA.LT01



TAGADÀ Wool carpet

STAMULI STUDIO

SIZE: L360cm * W280cm

MATERIAL: Wool TA.CA02BIG



The concept for the Unstressed chair 
moves from the exploration of metal 
plasticity under stress. The design 
proposal comes from a collaboration with 
Alessandro Bruzzone: we challenged 
ourselves in building a chair using a 
single industrial aluminum profile. 

The beauty of this object comes by the 
intrinsic properties of the material itself.
The stool is made of tubulars bent by 
hand with a technique that is not entirely 
controllable. This handcrafted process 
expresses a new and softer language for 
a typically industrial material.

UNSTRESSED 
CHAIR



SIZE: L49cm * W49cm * H68cm

MATERIAL: Aluminum UN.C01

UNSTRESSED Aluminum chair

STAMULI STUDIO + ALESSANDRO BRUZZONE
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